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Louis Ne´el pointed out in his Nobel lecture that while abundant and interest-
ing from a theoretical viewpoint, antiferromagnets did not seem to have any
applications. Indeed, the alternating directions of magnetic moments on indi-
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vidual atoms and the resulting zero net magnetization make antiferromagnets
hard to control by tools common in ferromagnets. Remarkably, Ne´el in his
lecture provides the key which, as we show here, allows us to control anti-
ferromagnets by electrical means analogous to those which paved the way to
the development of ferromagnetic spintronics applications. The key noted by
Ne´el is the equivalence of antiferromagnets and ferromagnets for effects that
are an even function of the magnetic moment. Based on even-in-moment rel-
ativistic transport phenomena, we demonstrate room-temperature electrical
switching between stable configurations combined with electrical read-out in
antiferromagnetic CuMnAs thin film devices. Our magnetic memory is insen-
sitive to and produces no magnetic field perturbations which illustrates the
unique merits of antiferromagnets for spintronics.
Information technology devices are either charge-based or spin-based. Among the weak-
nesses of charge-based devices is that perturbations such as ionizing radiation can lead to un-
controlled charge redistributions and, as a consequence, to data loss. All commercial spin-based
devices rely on one principle in which the opposite magnetic moment orientations in a ferro-
magnet (FM) represent the zeros and ones (1). This technology is behind memory applications
ranging from kilobyte magnetic stripe cards to megabyte magnetoresistive random access mem-
ories (MRAMs) and terabyte computer hard disks. Since based on spin, the devices are robust
against charge perturbations. Moreover, they are non-volatile and, compared to the charge flash
memory, MRAM offers short read/write times suitable for the main random-access computer
memories. However, the FM moments can be unintentionally reoriented and the data erased by
disturbing magnetic fields generated externally or internally within the memory circuitry. The
vision behind our work are future non-volatile information technologies based on antiferromag-
nets (AFMs) that are robust against charge and magnetic field perturbations, and which utilize
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other advantages of AFMs compared to FMs including the invisibility of data stored in AFMs to
external magnetic probes, ultrafast spin dynamics, and the broad range of metal, semiconductor,
or insulator materials with room-temperature AFM order (2–7).
Several roots from micro-device, relativistic quantum physics, and materials research had
to meet to provide us with the means to experimentally demonstrate the concept of a room-
temperature AFM memory with electrical writing and reading. In FMs the energy barrier sepa-
rating stable directions of ordered spins is due to the magnetic anisotropy energy. It is an even
function of the magnetic moment which, following Ne´el’s general principle noted in his Nobel
lecture (8), implies that the magnetic anisotropy and the corresponding memory functionality
are readily present also in AFMs (9).
The magneto-transport counterpart of the magnetic anisotropy energy is the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR). In the early 1990’s, the first generation of FM MRAM micro-devices
used AMR for the electrical read-out of the memory state (10). AMR is an even function of the
magnetic moment which, following again Ne´el’s principle, implies its presence in AFMs (11).
While AMR in AFMs was experimentally confirmed in several recent studies (12–17), efficient
means for manipulating AFM moments have remained elusive.
External magnetic field, whose coupling is linear in the magnetic moment, favors parallel
alignment of the moments, i.e., acts against the staggered exchange field in the AFM. On the
other hand, current-induced even magnetic torques of the form dM/dt ∼M× (M×p), which
are used for electrical writing in the most advanced FM spin-transfer-torque MRAMs (1), have
been proposed to allow for a large angle reorientation of the AFM moments (18). In these
antidamping-like torques M is the magnetic moment vector and p is the electrically injected
carrier spin-polarization. Translated to AFMs, the effective field proportional to (MA,B × p)
which drives the antidamping-like torque dMA,B/dt ∼MA,B× (MA,B×p) on individual spin
sublattices A and B is staggered, i.e., alternates in sign between the opposite spin sublattices.
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The staggered property of the effective current-induced field is the key for its strong coupling
to the Ne´el order.
In FM spin-transfer-torque MRAMs, spin polarized carriers are injected into the free FM
layer from a fixed FM polarizer by an out-of-plane electrical current driven through the FM-
FM stack. Reversible 180◦ switching is achieved by reversing the polarity of the out-of-plane
current. In analogy with FM spin-transfer-torque MRAMs, the above theory proposed for
AFMs (18) assumes injection of the spin polarized carriers into the AFM from a fixed FM
polarizer by out-of-plane electrical current driven in a FM-AFM stack. Unlike the FM-FM
stack, the effect of the spin current injected from a FM to an AFM is independent of the current
polarity. The AFM spin-axis can in principle be switched from the parallel to the perpendicular
direction with respect to the magnetization of the FM polarizer but cannot be switched back
electrically (18). Another limitation of the stack geometry with out-of-plane spin injection is
that the absorption of carrier spins is limited to magnetic film thicknesses of the order of the
spin diffusion length which in AFMs is typically on the nanometer scale (19).
Several of us have predicted (20) that relativistic quantum mechanics may offer staggered
current induced fields which do not require external polarizers and act in bare AFM crystals.
Instead of changing the current polarity, a reversible 90◦ switching is facilitated by applying
electrical currents along two orthogonal directions. The effect occurs in AFMs with specific
crystal and magnetic structures for which the spin sublattices form space-inversion partners.
Among these materials is a high Ne´el temperature AFM, tetragonal-phase CuMnAs, which we
have recently synthesized in the form of single-crystal epilayers structurally compatible with
common semiconductors, such as Si or GaP (21). Relativistic current-induced fields strongly
coupled to the Ne´el order, combined with AFM CuMnAs epilayers and micro-device AMR, are
the key elements that led to our demonstration of the electrical switching in an AFM memory
resistor which we now describe in more detail.
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We first outline the basic theoretical considerations behind our experiments. Relativistic
current-induced fields observed previously in broken inversion-symmetry FM crystals (22–30)
can originate from the inverse spin galvanic effect (31–35) which is illustrated in Fig.1 A. For
illustrative purposes we consider here that the spin-orbit term in the Hamiltonian of the system,
which originates from broken inversion symmetry in the crystal, has a two-dimensional Rashba
form with carrier spins aligned in the direction perpendicular to the momentum. The applied
electrical current induces an asymmetric non-equilibrium distribution function of carrier states
and, as a result, a non-zero carrier spin-polarization p aligns perpendicular to the applied cur-
rent. In FMs, the non-equilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic moments as an effective
magnetic field when carrier spins are exchange-coupled to the magnetic moments. The result-
ing field-like torque has a form dM/dt ∼M×p. When the sense of the inversion symmetry of
the lattice reverses, the sign of the carrier spin polarization and of the corresponding effective
field also reverses for the same orientation of the applied current, as illustrated in Fig. 1B.
The full lattice of our CuMnAs crystal, shown in Fig. 1C, has an inversion symmetry; the
center of inversion of the lattice is at an interstitial position, highlighted by the green ball in
the figure. This implies that the mechanism described in Figs. 1A,B will not generate a net
current-induced spin-density when integrated over the entire crystal. However, Mn atoms form
two sublattices depicted in Fig. 1C in red and purple whose local environment has broken inver-
sion symmetry and the two Mn sublattices form inversion partners. The inverse spin galvanic
mechanisms of Figs. 1A,B will generate locally non-equilibrium spin polarizations of opposite
signs on the inversion-partner Mn sublattices. For these staggered fields to couple strongly to
the Ne´el order it is essential that the inversion-partner Mn sublattices coincide with the two
spin-sublattices A and B of the AFM ground-state (20). The resulting spin-sublattice torques
have the form dMA,B/dt ∼ MA,B × pA,B where, in analogy with the even torques, the effec-
tive field proportional to pA = −pB acting on the spin-sublattice magnetizations alternates in
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Figure 1: (A) Schematic of the inverse spin galvanic effect in a model inversion asymmetric
Rashba spin texture (red arrows). kx,y are the in-plane momentum components. The non-
equilibrium redistribution of carriers from the left side to the right side of the Fermi surface
results in a net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) along +z × J direction, where
J is the applied current (black arrow). (B) Same as (A) for opposite sense of the inversion
asymmetry resulting in a net in-plane spin polarization (thick purple arrow) along −z × J
direction. (C) CuMnAs crystal structure and AFM ordering. The two Mn spin-sublattices A
and B (red and purple) are inversion partners. This and panels (A) and (B) imply opposite sign
of the respective local current induced spin polarizations, pA = −pB, at spin-sublattices A and
B. The full CuMnAs crystal is centrosymmetric around the interstitial position highlighted by
the green ball. (D) Microscopic calculations of the components of the current induced field
transverse to the magnetic moments at spin-sublattices A and B as a function of the magnetic
moment angle ϕ measured from the x-axis ([100] crystal direction). The electrical current is
applied along the x and y-axes.
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sign between the two sublattices. This again implies the strong coupling to the Ne´el magnetic
order. As shown in Fig. 1C, CuMnAs crystal and magnetic structures fulfil these symmetry
requirements (21).
To quantitatively estimate the strength of the staggered current induced field we performed
microscopic calculations based on the Kubo linear response formalism. The electronic structure
of CuMnAs was obtained by the Ju¨lich density functional theory code FLEUR which is an
implementation of the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method (36). In Fig. 1D
we plot the resulting components of the in-plane current induced field transverse to the magnetic
moments at spin-sublattices A and B as a function of the in-plane magnetic moment angle ϕ
measured from the x-axis ([100] crystal direction). The electrical current of 107 Acm−2 is
applied along the x-axis or the y-axis.
The calculations confirm the desired opposite sign of the current induced field on the two
spin-sublattices. They also highlight the expected dependence on the magnetic moment angle
which implies that the AFM moments will tend to align perpendicular to the applied current. For
reversible electrical switching between two stable states, the setting current pulses can therefore
be applied along two orthogonal in-plane cubic axes of CuMnAs. We also emphasize that the
amplitude of the effect seen in Fig. 1D is comparable to typical current induced fields applied
in FMs, suggesting that CuMnAs is a favorable material for observing the effect in an AFM.
Our experiments were conducted on epitaxial films of the tetragonal phase of CuMnAs,
which is a member of a broad family of high-temperature I-Mn-V AFM compounds (6, 7, 21).
We have observed the electrical switching and readout effects that we describe below in more
than 20 devices fabricated from 5 different CuMnAs films, with thickness ranging from 40 nm
to 80 nm, grown on either GaP or GaAs substrates. The electrical data presented here were
obtained on a 46 nm epilayer on lattice-matched GaP(001), whose transmission electron mi-
croscopy image shown in Fig. 2A demonstrates excellent crystal quality and chemical or-
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der (21). Consistent with the AFM order of the CuMnAs film, superconducting quantum inter-
ference device (SQUID) measurements in Fig. 2B show only the diamagnetic background of the
sample substrate. Neutron diffraction confirmed collinear AFM order with a Ne´el temperature
TN = 480 K (21, 37). The CuMnAs film is metallic with a room-temperature sheet resistivity
of 160 µΩ cm.
In Figs. 2C,D we demonstrate the electrical writing in an electronic CuMnAs microchip
device. The optical microscopy image of the device and the electrical writing and reading
geometry are shown in Fig. 2C. The sample is placed in a cryostat at a stable temperature of
273 K inferred from the temperature calibration of the resistivity of the CuMnAs film. In the
measurements shown in Fig. 2D, three successive 50 ms writing pulses of amplitude Jwrite =
4 × 106 Acm−2 are applied alternately along the [100] crystal direction of CuMnAs (black
arrow in Fig. 2C and corresponding black points in Fig. 2D) and along the [010] axis (red arrow
in Fig. 2C and corresponding red points in Fig. 2D). Note that Jwrite = 4 × 106 Acm−2 is
the current density in the central region of the device obtained from finite element modelling
for the applied current of 90 mA driven through the 28 µm wide writing arms of the device.
The reading current Jread is applied in this experiment along the [1¯10] in-plane diagonal and
resistance signals, R⊥, transverse to Jread are recorded 10 s after each Jwrite pulse. (A constant
offset is subtracted from R⊥.)
According to our theory prediction, the [100]-directed writing pulses are expected to set a
preference for domains with AFM spin-axis along the [010] direction (black double-arrow in
Fig. 2C) and the [010]-directed pulses for domains with AFM spin-axis along the [100] direction
(red double-arrow in Fig. 2C). Consistent with the domain reconfiguration picture, successive
Jwrite pulses in one direction increase the amplitude of the read-out R⊥ signal of one sign and
pulsing in the orthogonal direction increases the amplitude of R⊥ of the opposite sign. As seen
in Fig. 2D, all the AFM memory states can be written reproducibly. The signals are independent
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Figure 2: (A) Scanning transmission electron microscopy image of CuMnAs/GaP in the [100]–
[001] plane. (B) Magnetization versus applied field of an unpatterned piece of the CuMnAs/GaP
wafer measured by SQUID magnetometer. (C) Optical microscopy image of the device and
schematic of the measurement geometry. (D) Change in the transverse resistance after applying
three successive 50 ms writing pulses of amplitude Jwrite = 4× 106 Acm−2 alternatively along
the [100] crystal direction of CuMnAs (black arrow in panel C and corresponding black points
in panel D) and along the [010] axis (red arrow in panel C and corresponding red points in D).
The reading current Jread is applied along the [1¯10] axis and transverse resistance signalsR⊥ are
recorded 10 s after each writing pulse. A constant offset is subtracted from R⊥. Measurements
were done at sample temperature of 273 K.
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of the polarity of the writing current which is expected for the current-induced switching in
AFMs. We note that the amplitude of the switching current applied in our AFM memory is
significantly lower than in the first observation of spin-orbit torque switching in ferromagnetic
metals, where 100 MA cm−2 pulses were used to reverse magnetization in a Pt/Co bilayer (30).
In Figs. 3A,B we explore in more detail the domain reconfiguration by applying a series
of fifty Jwrite pulses of varying length and amplitude along the [010] direction (red points)
and [100] direction (black points) at 273 K. The data, which again show highly reproducible
switching patterns, illustrate that the imbalance in the domain populations increases with the
length and amplitude of the writing pulses and tends to saturate with the increasing number of
pulses. Since in these measurements heating of the central region of the device can reach tens of
degrees during the writing pulses we did not explore the switching behavior further beyond the
pulse lengths and amplitudes shown in Figs. 3A,B. More intense biasing in our device design
can lead to irreproducible pulsing characteristics or device failure due to structural changes.
Apart from the absolute R⊥ values, we also indicate in Figs. 3A,B relative values R⊥/R¯
of the signal, where R¯ is the longitudinal resistance R averaged over the different states set by
the writing pulses along the [100]/[010] directions. Below we will associate R⊥/R¯, reaching
0.2%, with the AFM AMR. Before turning the attention to the origin of the electrical read-out
signal we present in Fig. 4 x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) measurements recorded
at beamline I06 of Diamond Light Source, which confirm the picture of the current induced
domain reconfiguration by the applied writing pulses.
In the left panel of Fig. 4A we show the optical microscope image of the cross-structure
used in the XMLD measurements. The 10 µm wide arms of the cross-structure are patterned
along the [100]/[010] directions. A photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) image of the
central region of the structure is presented in the middle panel of Fig. 4A. The room temperature
AFM domain structure before applying writing pulses is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 4A
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Figure 3: Transverse resistance after successive writing pulses along the [100] axis (black
points) and [010] axis (red points) for different current amplitudes (A) or pulse lengths (B).
R⊥ is recorder 10 s after each writing pulse. R¯ is the average of the longitudinal resistance R.
Measurements were done at sample temperature of 273 K. A constant offset is subtracted from
R⊥.
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where we show an XMLD-PEEM image of a part of the central region. Images were taken with
x-rays at the Mn L3 absorption edge incident at 16◦ from the surface along the [100] axis. X-
rays were s-polarized, i.e., along the [010] axis. By taking the difference of the absorption at the
Mn L3 edge valley (blue dashed line in Fig. 4C) minus the absorption at the Mn L3 edge peak
(red dashed line in Fig. 4C), the images are sensitive to the AFM domain structure due to the
XMLD at the Mn L3 edge. The XMLD-PEEM image taken in the virgin state before applying
current pulses shows sub-micron scale texture which largely disappears for p-polarized x-rays,
indicating that it is due to AFM domains with in-plane spin orientation. The populations of
domains with [100] and [010] oriented AFM spins are comparable. (The dark rings in Fig. 4A
middle and the corresponding bright rings in Fig. 4B are due to residual photoresist from the
sample processing).
In Fig. 4B we show room temperature XMLD-PEEM images after applying three 50 ms
pulses of amplitude 6 × 106 Acm−2. In order to directly compare in one PEEM measurement
the effect on the domain structure of the current pulses along the [100] and [010] directions
we applied the writing current between the right and top arms, as shown in the left panel of
Fig. 4A. After the current pulses, there is a reconfiguration and coalescence of domains. At the
top arm of the cross, where the writing current direction is along the [010] axis, bright domains
have enlarged at the expense of dark domains, as further highlighted in the detailed image in
the middle panel of Fig. 4B. Vice versa, dark domains have enlarged at the expense of bright
domains at the right arm where the writing current direction is along the [100] axis. This is
highlighted in the detailed image in the right panel of Fig. 4B.
According to theory expectations for the current induced spin-orbit fields, dark domains
have AFM spins along the [010] axis and bright domains along the [100] axis. To confirm
this we have calibrated the sign of the XMLD signal in CuMnAs by comparing a measured
XMLD spectrum with ab initio calculations (38). In the top panel of Fig. 4C we plot the Mn
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Figure 4: (A) Left: Optical microscope image of the cross-structure used in the XMLD-PEEM
experiment. The black/red arrow labelled Jwrite shows the path of the current pulses. Middle:
15 µm x-ray absorption image of the central region (dashed box in the left A panel). Images
were taken with x-rays at the Mn L3 absorption edge incident at 16◦ from the surface along
the [100] axis (white lightning arrow). X-rays were s-polarized, i.e., along the [010] axis (white
double-arrow). Right: 5 µm XMLD-PEEM image of a part of the central region (blue box in the
middle A panel) before pulsing. (B) Left: 13 µm XMLD-PEEM image of the central region (red
box in the middle A panel) after three 50 ms pulses of amplitude 6×106 Acm−2. Middle: Same
as left panel with the detail within a 4 µm square at the top arm (yellow box in the left B panel).
Right: Same as left panel with the detail within a 4 µm square at the right arm (green box in the
left B panel). (C) Top panel: A. Mn L2,3 XMLD spectrum for a uniaxial 10nm CuMnAs film,
obtained as the absorption for normal incidence x-rays with polarization parallel to the [010]
crystalline axis minus the absorption for the polarization perpendicular to the [010] crystalline
axis. Red and blue dashed lines indicate the positions of the Mn L3 absorption edge peak and
valley used for generating the XMLD-PEEM images in A and B. The absorption spectrum is
shown by the grey line. Bottom panel: Calculated XMLD spectrum for this geometry, defined
as the absorption for AFM moments parallel to the x-ray polarization, minus the absorption for
AFM moments perpendicular to the x-ray polarization. Experiments were performed at room
temperature. 13
L2,3 XMLD spectrum measured in spatially averaged total electron yield mode for a 10 nm
thick CuMnAs film at room temperature. Films of this thickness have a uniaxial easy magnetic
axis due to the interface anisotropy induced by the GaP substrate, resulting in an approximately
single domain state. The spectrum was obtained as the absorption for normal incidence x-rays
with polarization parallel to the [010] crystalline axis, minus the absorption for the polarization
perpendicular to the [010] crystalline axis. In the bottom panel of Fig. 4C we plot the calculated
XMLD spectrum, defined as the absorption for AFM moments parallel to the x-ray polarization,
minus the absorption for AFM moments perpendicular to the x-ray polarization. The positions
of the principal peaks at both the L3 and L2 edges are in good agreement with the experimental
data. From the comparison of measured and calculated XMLD spectra in Fig. 4C, we infer that
bright domains in the PEEM images in Figs. 4B correspond to AFM moments aligned perpen-
dicular to the x-ray polarization axis, i.e., along the [100] axis while dark domains correspond
to AFM moments aligned parallel to the x-ray polarization axis, i.e., along the [010] axis. This
is consistent with the expected orthogonal alignment of the current induced spin-orbit field, and
of the corresponding AFM spin axis, to the applied current direction.
We now proceed to establishing the AMR origin of the electrical reading signal by analyzing
the symmetry of the measured resistances for different probe current directions. The tempera-
ture dependence of the measured AMR and its comparison to ab initio AMR calculations will
provide us with another confirmation of the orthogonal alignment of the AFM moments to the
writing current direction. In Fig. 5 we show switching data obtained at the sample temperature
of 150 K. In these lower-temperature experiments, we applied five successive 275 ms pulses of
amplitude Jwrite = 4.5× 106 Acm−2 along the [100] or [010] axis to obtain comparable signals
as in the higher-temperature measurements. Side by side we compare the transverse resistance
signal with the longitudinal signal, ∆R/R¯, where ∆R = R − R¯. Each row in Fig. 5 corre-
sponds to a different axis along which we apply the probe current Jread. From top to bottom,
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the reading current is applied along the crystal axis [11¯0], [110], [100], and [010].
Consistent with the AMR symmetry, the transverse signals (also known as the planar Hall
effect) are detected for the AFM spin-axes angle set towards ±45◦ from the probe current and
the transverse signal flips sign when the probe current is rotated by 90◦. The corresponding lon-
gitudinal signals vanish in this geometry. For AFM spin-axes set towards ±90◦ from the probe
current the transverse and longitudinal AMR signals switch places compared to the ±45◦ angle
between the probe-current and spin-axis. This is again consistent with the AMR symmetries,
and the AMR nature of the electrical signals is further confirmed by comparable amplitudes
of the transverse and longitudinal signals. We note that apart from the stable AMR signals,
the longitudinal resistances show an additional time-dependence which is due to the cooling of
the sample after the writing pulses. These isotropic changes in R correspond to a temperature
change of a fraction of a Kelvin over the probing time-interval.
We confirmed these AMR symmetries also in higher-temperature measurements. However,
the AMR changes sign between the higher and lower-temperature data as seen when comparing
the transverse resistance signals in Fig. 2 and 3 with the corresponding measurements in the
first row of Fig. 5. The change in sign of the AMR is further confirmed in Fig. 6A. Here
the states were first set at 150 K under the same writing conditions as in Fig. 5. Then the
AMR was measured while increasing the sample temperature, without resetting the states by
the write pulses during the temperature sweep. The AMR sign in the device changes at 250 K.
To reconfirm this we performed additional measurements in which we set the states by the
writing pulses and probed at temperatures shifted by±20 K from the transition point. We again
detected the opposite sign of the AMR.
The temperature dependence of the AMR sign has been reported already in the early studies
in FMs (39). We have performed transport calculations using the ab initio band structure and
linear response theory to explore the temperature-dependent AMR in the CuMnAs AFM. The
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Fig. 5. (A) Optical microscopy image of the device and of the measurement geometries with
different probe current directions (green arrows). The writing current directions are shown by
black and red arrows. (B) Normalised transverse resistance R⊥/R¯ after five writing current
pulses along the [100] axis (black) and five pulses along the [010] axis (red) for the reading
current directions shown in (A). Vertical lines indicate the times of the pulses. The pulse
length is 275 ms and amplitude Jwrite = 4.5× 106 Acm−2. Measurements were done at
sample temperature of 150 K. A constant offset is subtracted from R⊥. (C) As for (B) but for
the normalised longitudinal resistance change, ∆R/R¯ where ∆R = R− R¯.
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results are plotted, side by side, with the experimental temperature-dependent AMR in Fig. 6A.
In the calculations, the temperature change is modelled by varying the quasiparticle spectral
broadening Γ between 100 and 300 meV. This corresponds to a range of theoretical sheet re-
sistances of 150–200 µΩ cm which approximately matches the experimental sheet resistance
variation within the temperature interval of the AMR measurement in Fig. 6A. The spectral
broadening is the only adjustable parameter in these ab initio calculations. While modelling the
temperature effects on AMR by Γ represents only a simplified, albeit commonly used descrip-
tion, it semiquantitatively captures the observed sign change and the overall magnitude of the
AMR.
Directly from measurements and without further interpretation, the sign of the experimental
AMR is expressed in terms of the perpendicular versus parallel configuration of the writing and
reading currents, as highlighted in the left panel of Fig. 6A. On the other hand, the theoretical
AMR is calculated by considering the perpendicular versus parallel configuration of the AFM
spin axis and the reading current, as indicated in the right panel of Fig. 6A. By comparing the
experimental and theoretical panels in Fig. 6A we can therefore infer the preferred AFM spin
axis direction for the given writing current direction. The experimental and theoretical AMR
signs match on the respective lower and higher temperature sides if the AFM spin axis aligns
perpendicular to the writing current. This is consistent with the XMLD-PEEM results and with
the theoretically predicted direction of the spin-orbit current induced fields.
In Fig. 6B we put our picture of the current induced switching in the CuMnAs microde-
vices under one more consistency test. AFMs are rather insensitive to external magnetic fields,
however, there is an energetic preference for the AFM spin axis to align perpendicular to the
magnetic field (8). Fig. 6B shows measurements in which we set at zero magnetic field each of
the two states by ten 50 ms pulses with the writing current amplitude Jwrite = 4.5×106 Acm−2.
The experiments were performed in a magnetic cryostat at 305 K. After setting the states at zero
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Figure 5: (A) Left: Experimental AMR obtained from the temperature-dependent R⊥/R¯ mea-
sured after applying the writing current pulses along the [100] or [010] axis at 150 K. The sign
of the experimental AMR is highlighted in the panel. Right: Theoretical AMR as a function of
the quasiparticle scattering rate. The sign of the theoretical AMR is highlighted in the panel.
(B) Dependence of R⊥ on magnetic field swept from 0 to 12 T and back to 0. The experiments
were performed at 305 K after setting the states at zero field by ten 50 ms pulses with the writing
current amplitude Jwrite = 4.5× 106 Acm−2. (C) Four experimental configurations used in the
measurements in panel B. (D) Comparison of the two states set at zero magnetic field and at
12 T. A constant offset is subtracted from R⊥.
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field we swept the magnetic field first from 0 to 12 T and then back to 0. We repeated the mea-
surement in the four configurations shown in Fig. 6C; two in which the field and the writing
current are parallel and the other two configurations with the orthogonal arrangement of the
magnetic field and the writing current.
Consistent with the AFM nature of the states, even the 12 T field is not sufficient to overwrite
the signal set by the writing current pulses at zero field. Nevertheless, the field induces sizable
transient changes which enhance the signal when the magnetic field is parallel to the writing
current and suppress the signal in the orthogonal configuration. This is again consistent with
the current induced spin-orbit field, and consequently the AFM spin axis, aligning perpendicular
to the writing current. In Fig. 6D we compare the read-out transverse resistances in states set by
current pulses at either zero magnetic field or at 12 T. The experiment further highlights that our
AFM memory can be read and written by the staggered current induced fields in the presence
of strong magnetic field perturbations.
To conclude, reorienting AFMs with an efficiency comparable to FMs requires a field com-
patible with the Ne´el magnetic order. Generating external magnetic fields with a sign alternating
on the scale of a lattice constant at which moments alternate in AFMs has been considered un-
feasible, hindering the applications of these abundant magnetic materials. We have succeeded in
generating electrically such an alternating field and utilized its strong coupling to the Ne´el order
for switching the CuMnAs AFM between configurations which are stable at ambient conditions
and robust against magnetic field perturbations. The staggered field is generated electrically
with comparable efficiency and by relativistic physics analogous to that which has driven recent
major advancements in the FM spintronics research.
The staggered current induced fields we observe are not unique to CuMnAs. A high Ne´el
temperature AFM Mn2Au (40) is another example in which the spin-sublattices form inversion
partners and where theory predicts large field-like torques of the form dMA,B/dt ∼ MA,B ×
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pA,B with pA = −pB (20). From microscopic density-functional calculations, we obtain a
current-induced field of around 20 Oe per 107 Am−2 in Mn2Au, which combined with its higher
conductivity may make this a favorable system for observing current-driven AFM switching.
AFMs which do not possess these specific symmetries can be alternatively interfaced with spin-
orbit coupled non-magnetic (NM) layers. A spin current will be injected into the AFM from
the NM layer by an applied in-plane electrical current via the spin Hall effect, generating the
antidamping-like torque dMA,B/dt ∼MA,B×(MA,B×p) (20). The same type of torque can be
also generated by the spin-orbit Berry-curvature mechanism acting at the inversion-asymmetric
AFM/NM interface or in bare AFM crystals with globally non-centrosymmetric unit cells like
CuMnSb (20). Our experiments in CuMnAs combined with the prospect of other realizations of
these relativistic non-equilibrium phenomena in AFMs brings us to the conclusion that AFMs
are now ready to join the rapidly developing fields of basic and applied spintronics and to enrich
this area of solid state physics and microelectronics by the range of unique characteristics of
AFMs.
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